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How is energy involved in chemical processes? 

__ ({) __ C\_ttf, __ V __ and energy are continually interacting 
in the world around us. 

For any chemical reaction to occur, the reactants must 
C..C., \ \ ,d(with the products with enough :f.t'\4,(°� 

___ to begin to break the bonds in the reactants. 

, 

This minimum amount of energy needed for a reaction to 
occur is called the 0.(. h· vub'CY'I energy. 
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It if often useful to think of the �as a barrier or "hill" that needs to be overcome for a reaction 
to begin. 

Many chemical reactions require an 
simply mixing them together. 

l'c \ -n'C-\ \ \('\pJ"t � ➔ the reactant will not react by 
,e� 

For example: a bbq. The propane and oxygen do not spontaneously ignite as soon as the gas is
turned on. A spark or a lighter is needed. The spark provides a few molecules of oxygen and
propane with enough energy to overcome the energy barrier and react.

The SYSTEM and the SURROUNDINGS 

Chemists think of energy changes in chemical reactions in terms of energy transfers between the "::1- \�te_«-) 
and the �("("a, Oc'\�"'::> 

The system is the materials involved in the C.. Y'l-e.m \ C.u..\ <"")L(') and everything else in the
universe is the�-

� The Law of Ccx\�er\(.L'ti(.() � Gr1et9'[states that the �f the universe is

IMPORTANT 
constant➔energy cannot be C. <e� \.e.d or 0'€'6rrcN� . 

In terms of a chemical reaction, it means that energy that \€.C\.ve� the system must enter the 
surroundings, and energy that -e,'(\ � the system must come from the surroundings. 

� Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygyaMUuEyJM (start@ 2:15) 

� 
While watching the video, follow along and fill in the blanks below:

Energy Transfers in Reactions: 

• Chemical reactions become Y'\c�< or co\a-e..(' as they proceed 
• They give out or absorb heat because of the making and breaking of C. '{'\€!'("\ \ C. a._\ 'O<:['(\ �
• Making chemical bonds releases heat energy - EXO�m,c.,
• Breaking chemical bonds requires energy- EN�miC....
• T:\'€.C,\,� input is often needed to start the reaction
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1. Exothermic Reactions

• 0• EXAMPLE 1: What happens when the magnesium metal is placed in hydrochloric acid? 
'-' 

� ,.,. I��riment 
M':) r \-\C...\ ---:, m�C.\ a +- H- +- n-eC-l�

.. �mpe<CA'tt.X'"-e. � -:. -e��<m t'C.. -r?-n .

An energy diagram shows that in an -e.x.o�(n it, reaction the PrtrlU:.t":> have LESS ENERGY

than the reactants, so the energy left over heats up the �'("<"CLCC� . t ���":) �) 

Many exothermic reactions (<.€Gu\ �(3 some heat energy to get them started, for example, 
rocket fuel. 

The amount of energy it takes for a reaction to get going is called the 0-C h\,)et.trcn �y .

Summary of Exothermic Reactions: 
� into �V\4.. �urro<..l"'ldA'��,

• More energy is t:€-\-€.�-erl by the reactants than is needed by the products
• The excess energy is given off as r\tA-\ ,
• Heat input is often needed to� to start the reaction
• Heat from the reaction then keeps the reaction going

, ;.,: The EXPERIMENT 2: What happens to the atoms when natural gas (methane CH4) burns in air? 
E!lperiment 

{combustion) C H4(()'r Oa.(�� \-\�Oc.c.tCO�c3'" n-e.o..+-
• Heat provides energy to V.:X-� '<- � �� in methane and air (02) 
• Now the atoms can rearrange and form ft-e.w bonds, the reaction products, \-l.al)f.l)nd _

C.O�<°'J) 
• Water and carbon dioxide don't need as much energy as the reactants that formed them, so

making bonds (e\-ecce� 'W\f -€�.(:e�S -e_��( • 
• The spare energy goes out as YteCAt overall the reaction is -e )(O'\-vle,<Y'I i C.., 

2. Endothermic Reactions

• An endothermic reaction is the opposite of an exothermic reaction
• It 0. � heat

iuf The EXPERIMENT 3: What happens to the dry ammonium nitrate crystals and water when an 
D Eirperiment instant ice pack is broken open?

Nt\�NCJ� b) -r �a.Cc�) ----, . 
..l. A-,� - t., �0cJYO�.)C.. aero- 'oo.5e rx.n. '-louden 4-

. �m-p" ,. ,e(\u.., m, 
-n-:.eeo \--0 v.:,e Cl.'O\e- w -y,eoK---1, 

Y <l:JC uc.. �-::, 
An energy level diagram shows how the (-€.OL� have LESS energy than the products. 

That means the reactants have a huge ::€,_� �, hill to climb for the reaction to go ahead.

They must steal the energy they need from the __ C:,-=...;L>�C...._,_fO<....O.-=-c:,c;.:...._:.0:a:...,\.J� ............. ":) ___ causing the 
temperature to c-ec..x·-ea.!&-e...
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Summary of Endothermic Reactions: 

• '({\()�(:; energy is needed by the ya:x\ UCt"';) than is released by the reactants
• The energy shortage is taken in as heat from the surroundings

C..C.:O l ,· effect 

In any chemical reaction: l..-. 1. --m ,e. -reacn:.At'lb c. �-0:!$. , vi\c 9--rod 0c.. t':>
2. o. c_nc_,_IT.AJ ,· n er'\f2ATfJ-f oc.c. u � •

Exothermic Vs. Endothermic . . . . 

ft(t- l 
There are two kinds of energy changes 111 cherrncal reactions: 

J - /',edr • In an endollterm;c reactfon. ne,gy ls c,�\Qed . 
� � by the system from the surroundings. ( c.o\d �\ f ��

........ ��... ... .. ➔- +---L .,..��---:------ d 
� -� ;,. "" 

• In anhxotltermic reactio11Je11ergy is -ce\:fn:>e 

� � 
from the system to the surroundings. l � \S \'10\-J

: Plants absorb heat energy from sunlight to convert carbon dioxide and water 

Heat energy is absorbed from the pan to cook the egg. 

@ �.�---:::- 0 g (5 01 
/- '\ + lJ � �

M ,•,.;..._ j'<-A A c�.._, 1 
" " Vl� . '" �""� 

Exothermic reactions· Heat is released. 

I) C Offi'OJ<;,fiCXJ : The burning of carbon-containing compounds uses oxygen, from air. and produces
carbon dioxide, water. and lots of heat. For example, C � 'i. _, ;) ()� --=. Co� t /;( 1-1-lO t-\.,.�t ,

Chemists expedment on chemical systems containing ceactants and products which exchange ene���t) 
surroundings - the container and the rest of the universe. 

� The Fi'./!._ Law of Thermodynamn states 
�it \ de� 

7/!!!g This simple statement means that any energy lost by a system must simultaneously be gained by the surroundings
(or vice versa). 

___,. 

Why is heat released or absorbed in a chemical reaction? 

In any chemical reaction, chemical bonds are either Y.)yt)'(_-e_n 
Rule of thumb is: 

or_fil ____ m_e�cl_ 

"When chemical bonds are formed, heat is released, and when chemical bonds are broken, heat is absorbed." 

Molecules want to stay together, so formation of chemical bonds between molecules requires ( f;:;,';:;> -en.arlZ:f-( 
as compared to breaking bonds between molecules, which requires (Y\O(<G. �L/ and results in heat
bein�_Af>W��1 from the surroundings. 4



REMEMBER: Energy must be absorbed to b,eak bonds and energy ;s released when bonds form. ,'/0�
l'«ut 1':,\11.,,(. de� b-d.t,. �.._.) 

1. Energy is Jseq.uf (&::\ to break the bonds between the atoms in the reactants. � � 

r 
,...J and immediately afterward ... [5) i◊ � 

2. Energy is 6<,"f I fil':::tIJ as the new bonds form between the atoms in the products. ••'l__.,., i,_... '--- �-
Summarizing: f:i_,'J:l(J:Jtl-.�, .. ......,. i��•-'-

Bond breaking is always endothermic. } The reaction is either endothermic or exdih;rmic 
Bond forming is always exothermic. depending on which o.f these is greater. 

By comparing the total energy required when bonds in the reactants are broken, with the total energy released when bonds 
in the products are formed, we can determine if there is an overal I release of energy or absorption of energy. 

J# �@ + energy
ho"::;:.. )it•. �

� ., 1 ...... � 

reacta11t 

otal energy absorbed in bond breaking< Total energy release,/ during bond forming. 
energy1 < cnergy2 

otal energy absorbed in bond breaking> Total energy released during bond forming. 
energyJ > energy2 

Measuring Energy Changes 

Energy changes in a reaction can be monitored by measuring change in temperature. • e �t..,\ <"--e C'(, u i M! e to

t- 'Orto.l:.: rt"c.tcu·,� <. 
DEMOl:Mg+HCI��+ �C':)) +-h-eC\: e�+o�"'"''?roil

Did the tempcro.�crea�br decrease? � , the reaction is ��.(() \...__,
,-hec,lt 

DEMO 2: Ba(OHh<si + 2NH4NOJcs> --) Ba(N03)2caqJ + 2NH3caql + I 0H2O(1J • 
------�id the temperature increase o�? � 'the reaction is e rJtol'r-\£Rf(\\ L

E th l "'H -.t.�"'\ �� h> O�"'-\ ' ,e.�'-1 �'-ecc�c! \-0 n a py u �+a., .. "!:i> / �"""' -p..-od-4.l co\--,.. 

The amount of energy stored in the bonds of the reactants or products in a system is called the E r:rt-Y):qrf (H)
(from the Greek word enthalpein meaning "to warm''). 

Since energy will either be lost or gaine by the syst n during a reaction. the value of H will 
o...l,µ,-CU,i? i between the reactants and the products. 

In other words, there is a change in energy . 

• 

• 

We can never really know the internal energy in a system but we can measure the change in this energy.

This change in energy is represented by AH where:
111/ = H products - H reactants

Q
b.H va.luf' negative--> energy relrast'd--'> cxothNmic n•action 
b.H value positive--.> cncrgv ahsor�.)(>d--;-. ernlotlwrmic n•action 
S¼T j 



Energy-Level Diagrams 

Consider the reaction below: for every molecule of nitrogen that reacts with a molecule of oxygen, 2 molecules 
of nitrogen monoxide are produced. 

! Bonds breaking: energy absorbeo \ ----'), �-�¢ (!ionds formln9: energy releaseo l 

• The total energy absorbed to break each N-N bond
and 0-0 bond is (Y\()�C than the the 
total energy released when N-0 bonds form. 

• Therefore, there is an overall absorption of energy,
and the reaction is E �CDT\:::\e�m,� 

• N-N bonds and 0-0 bonds are broken.

• The breaking O..\M£04:. energy. 

• N-{) bonds form, and this releases energ:x:.

Energy 
absorbed 
in bond 

breaking 
02 , N1 

Energy 
released fn 

bond making 
2NO 

Progress of Reaction 

The activation energy (EA) is the _.._Q..J..\-, ��__,(.__e""'-'-(\(_;-"""":e..,-= __ in the energy between the transition state and the reactants.
The enthalpy change (L'.H) is the C. Y\CL� in the energy between the reactants and the products.

Endothermic Reaction �
• The reactants are at a lower energy biV

compared to the products
• The products are less stable than the

reactants.
• forcing the reaction in the forward

direction towards more unstable species
• overall L!H for the reaction is positive,
• energy is absorbed from the surroundings.

- - rJ..,,.-:: S:c;.. - - -("€0.l-1'-"-<\T � , .. 1------'-=.:·.:.:.·• .

--;'--:- - - - -

rodu� k-Y'0..\1'€ � 
e�L\ 1alc..

A.Ll(i) -e�, h� 
un -.oe,e..("') 

c.�oec

�'""2... 
-:,._.,r ro<..rd ;�

• The reactants are at a higher energy

level compared to the products 

* ���(.. 
• The products are more stable than the

e�"" �� 
reactants.

• � (",e. � Overall L!H for the reaction is negative

'D rc;rloC..-\---=, -\0 � • Energy is released in the form of heat.
r � .. t""-n)��- •. Y) '--'.:t- re\ - ..... 



Representing Energy Changes within Chemical Reaction Equations 

n,b;fiJnn 

• Enthalpy has units of jQo\e'.:> (J) 

• Balanced reaction equations that include the enthalpy change are known as thermochemical equations.
• Enthalpy is an extensive property (the energy lost or gained depends on reactant amounts)

• There are two ways to write them, the first shown being the preferred way:

I. Writing the enthalpy change immediately after the equation - using the sign of AH to indicate whether

the change is endothermic or exothermic.

tlis1i,1g11i..,·l,es 
tA·otliermit.· from 
f!11dothermic by 
lreattermBJI.!.! 

Exothermic Example: 

Endothermic Example: 

2 C8H18 + 25 02

6C02 + 6 H20

16 CO2 + 18 H20; AH= - 10 Qq� W 

C6H I 206 + 6 02; Ml= t �::, \c..:S-

2. Writing the heat term within the chemical equation - using the side to indicate whether the change is

endothermic or exothermic. 
This/om, 

di-rting11ishe.s 
e."<otl,ermic from 

�1d1Jthermic by the 
.ride tlte heat term 

i-r_K'ritten mt. 

Exothermic Example: 

Endothermic Example: 

2C8H 18 + 2502-----➔ 16 CO2 

� �"J / ru.CA. +- i � CA y<Oduc ➔
+ ,s H20+ ,oqqa�J

6C02 + 6 H20+ 
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��\.S--+ C6H1206 + 602 
e� r\·ec.d· ,� CA.. N.Ct!..i-c.trir 

.G·-· - ·- ·  

(:§TART 
� 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
• 

I 

I 
• 

EneTuY is 
"· 

released 

Endothermic 

Assignment #2 Complete the following 
worksheets on Energy in Reactions: 
Endothermic & Exothermic Reactions 

·- ·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·

:\:fakes the 

surroundiug Catalyst 

enyiJ•nnmcnt hotter 1----� 

{teactant contains

10Tc ncl energy 
!l 

u t 
lh,,u pro nc 

--- Speeds np a chemi<'al 1------, 
rr;irtion 

Often prod11c1·s het1t

lnhih1to1 
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G- - ·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-

contains more

-.., than
net pJ1Cfl'.!;, 

reacta!1lS 
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Part A: Endothermic and Exothermic Reactions 

Below is a set of 20 questions and their answers. However. some of the words hove been missed out - see 

how many of them you con f1ndl You can use the words in the box more than once. 

exothermic temperature alkali acid removed 

combustion reversible collide product respiration 

less products destroyed increase created 

energy reactants bond photosynthesis energy 

heat endothermic oxidation bonding 

During a chemical reaction what is always transferred? - _____ _ 

Described what is meant by the "conservation of energy" - In a chemical reaction energy cannot 

be ______ or-------� 

How is energy transferred in chemical reactions? - Through the breaking of chemical bonds in the 

________ and creating new bonds in the ______ _ 

What name is given to reactions that transfer energy to the surroundings? ----------

How do you know that an exothermic reaction has taken place? - Through an _______ in 

temperature from the reactants to the products. 

What is the name given to chemical reactions that transfer energy from the surroundings to the 

reactants? - _________ _ 

Name 2 examples of an exothermic reaction. - oxidation. ________ _ 

__________ or neutralisation 

Nome 2 examples of an endothermic reaction - ------ -------· sodium hydrogen

carbonate and citric acid or thermal decomposition 

What investigation would you do to find out if a reaction is endothermic or exothermic? - Record 

initial _________ of reactants and the final __________ to find a 

__________ difference. 

When you put sherbet into your mouth your mouth feels slightly cool. Why? - During this reaction 

heat is being ______ from the surroundings 

What is a compound? - Substance made when two or more elements combine through chemical 



What does pH? mean? - The solution is neutral, neither an ____ or an ____ _ 

What is meant by the ______ of a chemical reaction? - The chemical produced as a result 

of a chemical reaction. 

What is meant by the " ________ .. in a chemical reaction? - The chemicals that you start 

off with. before the reaction takes place. 

What is meant by " __________ "? - The amount of energy needed to break a particular 

chemical bond. 

Part B: Interpreting Energy in Chemical Formulas 
complete the table below by interpreting what it means what HEAT is a reactant or a product. 
The first one has been done for you as an example. 

A Endothermic vs. Exothermic Changes Last _______ ___ first ________ Copyright IC> Bos;v Brocci 

Chemical Changes Heat is a Reactant: The RKn Is Endothermic Rxn T.ikes, Uses & Absorb.; Heat 

(� chemical rxns) Heat is a Product: The Rxn is Exothermic Rxn Makes, Produces & Releases Heat 

Zn + s ..... ZnS + Heat
-

Heat is a Product: Rxn Makes, Produces & 

Rxn is Exothermic Releases Heat 

2H202 - 2H20 + o, + Heat

Ba(OH)2 + 2NH,CI + Heat - BaCl2 + 2NH,OH 

C3Hs + 502 - 3C02 + 4H20 + Heat

CH4 + 202 - CO2 + 2H20 + Heat

2Fe203 + 3C + Heat -. 3C02 + 4Fe 

2Na + Cl2 -+ 2NaCI + Heat

c,tH) + 3NaHCO, + Heal • CitNa, + 3Hi0 + 3COz 

(NH4)iCr207 - N2 + 4H,O + Cr203 + Heat 

2AI + Fei<)3 ___. Al203 + 2Fe + Heat 
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